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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 What is an ontology

According to Gruber ontology is in the context of knowledge representation a spec-
ification of conceptualization [9]. That is, an ontology is a description (like a formal
specification of a program) of the concepts and relationships that can exist for an
agent or a community of agents. Guarino gives a more specific description: ”. . .[the
word ontology as used in computer science]. . . refers to an engineering artifact, con-
stituted by a specific vocabulary used to describe a certain reality, plus a set of
explicit assumptions regarding the intended meaning of the vocabulary words. This
set of assumptions has usually the form of a first-order logical theory, where vocab-
ulary words appear as unary or binary predicate names, respectively called concepts
and relations. In the simplest case, an ontology describes a hierarchy of concepts
related by subsumption relationships; in more sophisticated cases, suitable axioms
are added in order to express other relationships between concepts and to constrain
their intended interpretation.” [8]
This is a clearly different meaning from the one used in philosophy where ontology

is1 the study of being or existence; i.e., of the basic characteristics of all reality.
Guarino in [8] also points out that ontology in the philosophical sense is independent
of language (vs. the engineering artifact in AI): ”In the philosophical sense, we may
refer to an ontology as a particular system of categories accounting for a certain
vision of the world. As such, this system does not depend on a particular language:
Aristotle’s ontology is the same, independent of the language used to describe it.”
We should be aware of that distinction. Guarino proposes to adopt the AI mean-

ing for the word ontology whereas for the philosophical meaning rather use the word
”conceptualization”.
Ontologies are important for knowledge sharing and reuse. In that context, an on-

tology is a specification used for making ontological commitments. Ontology states
a set of definitions of a formal vocabulary. Then, ontological commitment is an
agreement to use a vocabulary consistently with respect to the theory specified by
an ontology. A body of formally represented knowledge is based on a conceptual-

1http://www.britannica.com/eb/article-9057152/ontology
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ization: the objects, concepts, and other entities that are assumed to exist in some
area of interest and the relationships that hold among them [2]. A conceptualiza-
tion is an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to represent for some
purpose. Every knowledge base, knowledge-based system, or knowledge-level agent
is committed to some conceptualization, explicitly or implicitly.
Common ontologies are used to describe ontological commitments for a set of

agents so that they can communicate about a domain of discourse without necessarily
operating on a globally shared theory - thus facilitating knowledge sharing and reuse.
Important is that ontologies include2 computer-usable definitions for the terms in

a vocabulary and that way ontologies enable us to work with the knowledge that they
make explicit - we want to express problems explicitly in terminology of our domain
rather than to write programs with this knowledge being only implicitly wired in
them - which is a programming paradigm shift sometimes referred to as knowledge
abstraction [1]. Ontologies and the semantic web technolgies around them greatly
facilitate the knowledge abstraction.
Being based on description logics ontologies have strong semantics - they are at

the top of the ontology spectrum.

1.2 Ontology spectrum [3]

The term ontology spectrum describes a range of semantic models of increasing ex-
pressiveness and complexity: taxonomy, thesaurus, conceptual model, and logical
theory. The term ontology has been used to describe models with different degrees
of structure. From less structure like taxonomies (Yahoo hierarchy, biological tax-
onomies), database schemas (ER), metadata schemes (ebXML, WSDL) over more
structure like thesauri (WordNet) or Conceptual Models (OO Models, UML) to
most structure - logical theories (Ontolingua, CYC, Semantic Web). Ontologies are
usually expressed in a logic-based language which enables making detailed, sound,
meaningful distinctions among classes, properties and relations.
I find the ontology spectrum very useful in clarifying the importance of ontologies

and their differences from constructs with weaker semantics. Therefore we will take a
closer look at the levels of the ontology spectrum in the several subsequent sections.
First it is necessary to make a clear distinction between a term and a concept.

Concept is a unit of meaning, an abstract idea or a mental symbol. It is typically
associated with a corresponding representation in language that denotes all of the
objects in a given category or class of entities, interactions, phenomena, or relation-
ships between them [5]. Term, on the other hand, we use in the subsequent sections
on ontology spectrum as the representation in a language denoting a specific concept.
The string of the term is used to indicate the concept that the term denotes.

2They may, and it is advisable that they do, also include further information for human users,
not only developers, to clarify the intended meaning of the concept defined. More about this for
example in the Mustafa Jarrar PhD thesis.
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1.2.1 Taxonomy

Generally taxonomy is a way of classifying or categorizing a set of things, i.e., a
classification in the form of a hierarchy (tree). In the IT sense it is the classification
of information entities in the form of a hierarchy (tree), according to the presumed
relationships of the real world entities which they represent. Therefore it follows that
taxonomy is a semantic (term or concept) hierarchy in which information entities
are related by either:

• The subclassification of relation (weak taxonomies) or

• the subclass of relation (strong taxonomies) for concepts or the narrower than
relation (thesauri) for terms

Only the subclass of / narrower than relation is a subsumption (generalization/specialization)
relation - mathematically it is the subset relation.
Weak taxonomy does not have consistent semantics for parent-child relationship -

it may be an arbitrary subclassification relationship. An example of a weak taxonomy
is filesystem directory structure - for example in your home folder.
On the other hand strong taxonomy have consistent semantics for the parent-child

relationship thanks to the narrower than or subclass of relation. It is a generaliza-
tion/specialization taxonomy. In the case of concepts each subclass is distinguished
by a property (quality, attribute) that makes it unique. In the case of terms each
child term implicitly refers to a subconcept of its parent term’s concept. An example
of a strong taxonomy is the biological Linnean taxonomy.
You need more than a taxonomy if you need to define term synonyms and cross-

references to other associated terms, or define properties, attributes and values,
relations, constraints or rules.

1.2.2 Thesaurus

The ANSI INISO 239.19-1993 definition of thesarus is that a thesaurus is a con-
trolled vocabulary arranged in a known order and structured so that equivalence,
homographic, hierarchical, and associative relationships among terms are displayed
clearly and identified by standardized relationship indicators.
The primary purposes of a thesaurus are to facilitate retrieval of documents and

to achieve consistency in the indexing of written or otherwise recorded documents
and other items.
In thesaurus four term semantic relationships are used:

• equivalence - for synonymous terms

• homography - same spelling of terms - homonymous terms

• hierarchical - broader / narrower than terms

• associative - for related terms

8



For example the way ”Cybernetics” relates to ”Computers” may be described as the
associative or related to relationship. A ”car” is used as a synonym for ”automobile”
- the terms have nearly the same meaning therefore they are synonymous. The term
”bank” is homonymous because it is both a financial institution and a place to sit on
a river side. Hierarchical relationship may be for example between ”Apparatus” and
”Computer” as apparatus is a broader term than computer. Reciprocally computer is
a narrower term than apparatus. The hierarchical ordering is a subsumption relation.
This subsumption hierarchy alone can be viewed as a term taxonomy. When a term
is ambiguous, a “scope note” can be added to ensure consistency, and give direction
on how to interpret the term. [6]
Important difference between a strong taxonomy and a thesaurus is that in the-

saurus the hierarchy relation is between terms, not concepts. That means when
thinking about where in a hierarchy should a term go you are trying to determine
what concept the term denotes - you are thinking primarily about the term and
considering different concepts for it.
Thesaurus is enough if you need an ordered list of terms and their synonyms and

cross-references - loose connections to other terms. You need more than a thesaurus
if you need to define properties, attributes and values, relations, constraints or rules
on concepts.

1.2.3 Conceptual models - UML

Many conceptual domains cannot be expressed adequately with a taxonomy nor with
a thesaurus. Conceptual models seek to model a portion of a domain that a database
must contain data for or a system must perform work for, by providing users with
the type of functionality they require in that domain.
UML has been a catalyst for the evolution of model-driven technologies, which

include Model Driven Development (MDD), Model Driven Engineering (MDE),
and Model Driven Architecture (MDA). By establishing an industry consensus on
a graphic notation to represent common concepts like classes, components, gen-
eralization, aggregation, and behaviors, UML has allowed software developers to
concentrate more on design and architecture [7]. UML allows for the generaliza-
tion/specialization relationship as well as many others including new ones created
by the user.
Main drawback of UML is its imprecise semantics. It can cause incompatibilities

among tools due to unique interpretations of specs. That is because UML is not
based on a logic, instead it is specified by a combination of itself (abstract syntax),
OCL (well-formedness rules) and English (detailed semantic) [7].

1.2.4 Ontologies

At the top of ontology spectrum reside ontologies. Ontologies are backed up by
description logics which enables ontologies to have strong unambiguous semantics
and to be machine processable.
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1.3 What is an ontology - reviewed

We have already presented definiton of ontology as specification of conceptualization.
This definition by Gruber is quite intuitive and easy to grasp. It has been later refined
by Guarino for example in [8]. In this section we will present Guarino’s definition of
ontology and related terms like conceptualization and ontology commitment.
Ontology is defined in terms of a conceptualization. Therefore we need a suitable

formalization of conceptualization to be able to define ontology. Conceptualization
has already been defined in a well-known AI textbook [2] as a structure 〈D,R〉,
where D is a domain and R is a set or relevant relations on D. This definition
has been used by Tom Gruber in his definiton of ontology as ”a specification of a
conceptualization”. The problem with this definition of conceptualization is that it
is extensional - it uses ordinary mathematical relations on D - extensional relations.
These relations reflect a particular state of affairs - in the blocks world they may
reflect a particular arrangement of blocks on the table. Instead, Guarion argues, it is
needed to focus on the meaning of these relations, independently of a state of affairs:
for instance, the meaning of the ”above” relation lies in the way it refers to certain
couples of blocks according to their spatial arrangement. Therefore it is needed to
speak of intensional relations: Guarion calls them conceptual relations, reserving the
simple term ”relation” to ordinary mathematical relations.

1.3.1 Conceptualization

As Guarino explains [8] a standard way to represent intensions (and therefore con-
ceptual relations) is to see them as functions from possible worlds into sets. While
ordinary relations are defined on a certain domain, conceptual relations are defined
on a domain space. Guarino then defines a domain space as a structure 〈D,W 〉,
where D is a domain and W is a set of possible worlds. For example, D may be a
set of blocks on a table and W can be the set of all possible spatial arrangements
of these blocks. Given a domain space 〈D,W 〉, we shall define a conceptual relation
ρ of arity n on 〈D,W 〉 as a total function ρn : W → 2Dn

from W into the set
of all n-ary (ordinary) relations on D. For a generic conceptual relation ρ, the set
Eρ = {ρ (w) | w ∈ W}will contain the admittable extensions of ρ. A conceptualiza-
tion for D can be now defined as an ordered triple C = 〈D,W, R〉, where R is a set
of conceptual relations on the domain space 〈D,W 〉. We can say therefore that a
conceptualization is a set of conceptual relations defined on a domain space.
Since the structure 〈D,R〉 refers to a particular world, Guarino calls it a world

structure. It is easy to see that a conceptualization contains many of such world
structures, one for each world: Guarino calls them the intended world structures
according to such conceptualization.
Let C = 〈D,W, R〉be a conceptualization. For each possible world w ∈ W , the

intended structure of w according to C is the structure SwC = 〈D,RwC〉, where
RwC = {ρ(w) | ρ ∈ R} is the set of extensions (relative to w) of the elements of R.
We shall denote with Sc the set {SwC | w ∈ W}all the intended world structures of
C.
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After defining conceptualization and the intended world structures of that con-
ceptualization Guarino explores models of a logical vocabulary. Consider a logical
language L, with a vocabulary V. Rearranging the standard definition, we can de-
fine a model for L as a structure 〈S, I〉, where S = 〈D,R〉 is a world structure and
I : V → D ∪ R is an interpretation function assigning elements of D to constant
symbols of V , and elements of R to predicate symbols of V . As well known, Guar-
ino continues, a model fixes therefore a particular extensional interpretation of the
language. Analogously, it is possible to fix an intensional interpretation by means
of a structure 〈C,I〉, where C = 〈D,W, R〉 is a conceptualization I : V → D ∪ R

and is a function assigning elements of D to constant symbols of V , and elements of
R to predicate symbols of V . This intensional interpretation then Guarino calls an
ontological commitment for L. If K = 〈C,I〉is an ontological commitment for L, we
say that L commits to C by means of K, while C is the underlying conceptualization
of K.
Given a language L, with a vocabulary V , and an ontological commitment K =

〈C,I〉 for L, a model 〈S, I〉 will be compatible with K if: i) S ∈ SC; ii) for each
constant c, I(c) = I(c); iii) there exists a world w such that, for each predicate
symbol p, I maps such predicate into an admittable extension of I(p), i.e. there
exists a conceptual relation ρ such that I(p) = p∧ ρ(w) = I(p). The set IK(L) of all
models of L that are compatible with K will be called the set of intended models of
L according to K.
Guarino points out that in general, there will be no way to reconstruct the onto-

logical commitment of a language from a set of its intended models, since a model
does not necessarily reflect a particular world: in fact, since the relevant relations
considered may not be enough to completely characterize a state of affairs, a model
may actually describe a situation common to many states of affairs. This means that
it is impossible to reconstruct the correspondence between worlds and extensional
relations established by the underlying conceptualization. A set of intended models
is only a weak characterization of a conceptualization: it just excludes some absurd
interpretations, without really describing the “meaning” of the vocabulary.

1.3.2 Ontology

Guarino now defines ontology for a languageL with ontological commitment K as a
set of axioms designed in a way such that the set of its models approximates as best
as possible the set of intended models of L according to K. Generally it is not easy
to find the right set of axioms, so an ontology will admit to other models besides the
intended ones. Ontology therefore can “specify” a conceptualization only in a very
indirect way, since i) it can only approximate a set of intended models; ii) such a set
of intended models is only a weak characterization of a conceptualization. Ontology
O for a language L approximates a conceptualization C if there exists an ontological
commitment K = 〈C,I〉 such that the intended models of L according to K are
included in the models of O. An ontology commits to C if i) it has been designed
with the purpose of characterizing C, and ii) it approximates C. A language L
commits to an ontology O if it commits to some conceptualization C such that O
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agrees on C. With these clarifications Guarino then refines Gruber’s definition by
making clear between an ontology and a conceptualization:

An ontology is a logical theory accounting for the intended meaning of a
formal vocabulary, i.e. its ontological commitment to a particular con-
ceptualization of the world. The intended models of a logical language
using such a vocabulary are constrained by its ontological commitment.
An ontology indirectly reflects this commitment (and the underlying con-
ceptualization) by approximating these intended models.

It is important to stress that an ontology is language-dependent, while a conceptu-
alization is language-independent. In its de facto use in AI, the term “ontology”
collapses the two aspects, but a clear separation between them becomes essential
to address the issues related to ontology sharing, fusion, and translation, which in
general imply multiple vocabularies and multiple conceptualizations.

1.3.3 Coarse versus fine-grained ontologies

Guarino further takes a look at accuracy of ontologies - their accuracy of cahracteriz-
ing the conceptualization they commit to. As he explains there are two possible ways
an ontology can get closer to a conceptualization: by developing a richer axiomati-
zation, and by adopting a richer domain and/or a richer set of relevant conceptual
relations. In the first case, the distance between the set of ontology models and
the set of intended models is reduced. In the second case, it is possible - at least
in principle - to include in the set of relevant conceptual relations (some of) those
relations that characterize a world state, extending at the same time the domain
in order to include the entities involved by such relations: for instance, in the case
of the blocks world, we may consider the spatial location of a block as a relevant
conceptual relation, including therefore locations in the domain, and considering a
relation like on(x, y) as completely derivable from the locations of x and y. Since
every model now carries the information concerning the state of the world it refers to,
the underlying conceptualization can be reconstructed from the set of its intended
models. In this case, if an ontology is axiomatized in such a way to have exatly the
same models, then it would be a “perfect” ontology.
Guarino then elaborates this discussion a little and concludes that there is always

a tradeoff between a coarse and a fine-grained ontology commiting to the same
conceptualization and that therefore we can distinguish between detailed reference
ontologies and coarse shareable ontologies, or maybe offline and online ontologies.
The former are accessed from time to time for reference purposes while the latter
support core system’s functionalities.

1.3.4 The ontology integration problem

One conclusion of Nicola Guarion I find particularly interesting (because it justifies
usage of top-level ontologies) is in the area of ontology integration problem. The
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problem is that even though two systems adopt the same vocabulary, there is no
guarantee that they can agree on a certain information unless they commit to the
same conceptualization. Assuming that each system has its own conceptualization,
a necessary condition in order to make an agreement possible is that the intended
models of the original conceptualizations overlap.
Supposing now that these two sets of intended models are approximated by two

different ontologies, it may be the case that the two ontologies overlap while the
intended models do not. Because of that direct integration of of multiple local
ontologies may not work, especially if the local ontologies are only focused on the
conceptual relations relevant to a specific context, and therefore they are only weak
and ad hoc approximations of the intended models. Hence it seems more convenient
to agree on a single top-level ontology rather than relying on agreements based on
the intersection of different ontologies.
Top level ontologies describe very general concepts like space, time, matter, ob-

ject, event, action, role, etc., which are independent of a particular problem or
domain. Such top-level ontologies already do exists. For example the Guarino’s
DOLCE ontology or the PROTON (Proto Ontology) or a less structured linguistic
ontology WordNet.
In contrast domain ontologies and task ontoliges describe, respectively, the vo-

cabulary related to a generic domain (like medicine, or automobiles) or generic task
or activity (like diagnosing or selling), by specializing the terms introduced in the
top-level ontology.
The most specific are application ontologies. They describe concepts depedning

both on a particular domain and task, which are often specializations of both the re-
lated ontologies. These concepts often correspond to roles played by domain entities
while performing a certain activity, like replaceable unit or space component.
In this work I will not make distinction between domain and task ontologies and

will only refer to top, domain and application ontologies. In chapter 5 I describe
how I created an example domain ontology, the Sun ontology. Using this ontology
it should be possible to express some of the information at http://www.sun.com/
website.

1.4 Conclusion

Now that we have defined and clarified basic ontology-related notions we can move
forward to an engineering perspective on designing ontologies in the next chapter.
The problems described in the next chapter are already some of those I encountered
while trying to create the Sun ontology (see chapter 5).
For the sake of completeness I think it is appropriate to mention that what

has been said above along with Guarino is perhaps not the last word in ontology
definition as there continues to be a live discussion about this topic by experts in
this field [11].
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Chapter 2

Ontology design problems

2.1 Introduction

Perhaps everyone who tried to create an ontology encountered several problems.
Quite a few of them seem to be very common and I find it very useful to have an
overview of them together with at least recommendations how to solve them if not
the solutions themselves. In this chapter I will try to higlight some of the most
common problems and discuss possible solutions I know of.
I will also focus mainly on the Web Ontology Language (OWL) as it is today a

de facto standard for creating ontologies.

2.2 Domain

First problem that usually appears is the problem of what is actually the domain that
we want to capture by our new ontology. Of course it depends on what we actually
intend to do with the ontology once it is created. So at least we should decide the
type of an ontology to create. Usually we will have to decide among an application
ontology or a domain ontology - as defined in previous chapter. We would choose
application ontology in case we want to enable semantically only our application -
the one we are trying to build with not much intention for sharing information. On
the other hand our choice would be a domain ontology if interoperability was our
primary goal. Most of the people typically will not try to come up with a new top-
level ontology as there are already quite a few useful ones available today. In ideal
case we would choose a top-level ontology that suites our needs (in terms of range
and types of concepts covered, modularity, etc.) then create a domain ontology as
a specialization of the top-level ontology and at last build an application ontology
as a specialization of our domain ontology. This way we would be able to ensure
interoperability at least between applications using ontologies that are specialize the
same top-level ontology.
Even this decision however brings new problems - at least in case we strive for

interoperability. In that case we have to decide how to create and interconnect the
ontologies - how to divide them into reusable modules. We will explore this problem
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more closely in chapter 3.
After deciding which level of ontology we are going to create we still need to define

the scope of our ontology. Assume that we want to create an application ontology
which is and should be1 the most probable case. We want to have the ontology be
broad enough to be able to use it in all use cases of our application and at the same
time we do not want it to cover too much (to enable modularity, save time needed
to design the ontology, . . .).
Many knowledge engineers would agree that an ontology is “good” as long as it

serves its purpose. One particular technique called competency questions formalizes
this attitude [12]. Competency questions are questions that an ontology must be able
to answer. A problem that leads us to an ontology-based application development
also leads us to a motivating scenario that describes the problem and even indicates
some of the solutions. From this scenario (or use-cases) we can derive the competency
questions that our new ontology must be able to answer. These questions do not
generate ontological commitment; rather, they are used to evaluate the ontological
commitments that have been made. They evaluate the expresiveness of the ontology
that is required to represent the competency questions and to characterize their
solutions. Grunenger and Fox [12] also suggest a way how to create a formal version
of these questions. Formal competency questions are then used to evaluate the
completeness of the sets of axioms in any particular axiomatization of an ontology.
The use-cases and competency questions guide is in the choice of concepts and

relations that need to be represented by the ontology. Then, after creating an on-
tology based on these concepts, we can again use the competency questions to check
whether we are able to represent them and answer them using the ontology. This
way we are able to ensure that our ontology has the right scope.

2.3 Classes and instances

Sooner or later an ontology designer designing an ontology using OWL will run into
a problem to decide what granularity of the ontology is needed; i.e. to decide what
should be a class and what should already be an instance and whether to include an
instance directly at ontology design time. This problem becomes perhaps the most
articulate in case of biological ontologies and some issues arise in case of geographical
ontologies. However, these two domains are by far not the only affected.
Traditionally, ontologies have been considered separately from their instances.

However, this distinction is often blurred - some concepts have well-known instances
that constitute an important part of a common vocabulary. For example an ontology
for geographical information might contain the Contintent concept along with its
seven well-known instances [13].
In real-world conceptual models, it is also often unclear whether some element

should be represented as a concept or as an instance. Consider an example from [13] -

1We should always try to reuse existing ontologies so that everyone can benefit from the resulting
interoperability. And it of course can save a lot of our time - “A day in a library can save weeks in
practice”.
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a semantics-driven catalog system describing relationships between sport utility types
and individual sport utilities. The Sport Utility concept represents the set of all types
of sport utilities, with its elements being particular types of sport utilities (rafts, oars,
etc.) Assertions can be made about individual sport utility types (e.g., rafts are used
for whitewater rafting), but each type can be viewed as the set of individual instances
as well (e.g., the raft in my garage is an instance in that set). Information about
sport utility types is independent of the information about particular instances (e.g.,
my raft can be broken). Hence the Sport Utility entity plays a dual role and can be
interpreted both as a concept and as an instance. Under usual first-order semantics
(employed by languages such as DAML+OIL and OWL), an element of the domain
is assigned to each instance, a subset of the domain set to each concept, and a
relation on the domain to each property symbol. Interpreting concepts as instances
is therefore not possible. To overcome these problems, they use HiLog in [13] - a logic
with second-order syntax but first-order semantics for which a sound and complete
proof theory exists. The problem with this solution is that it is not applicable when
one chooses to use OWL.
In case of OWL Samwald [14] outlines two possible solutions for the biology do-

main. The scientists in biology typically use classes and talk about them. They
hardly talk about a specific E. Coli cell, instead they need to talk about E. Colis in
general. But creating a class E.Coli and then using it as an instance, to be able to
say for example that “LacZ gene is contained in E. coli”, takes you into OWL Full,
which is intractable and therefore not very practical. Therefore and for several other
reasons2 Samwald disregards this solution - to create a class if it is a class in biological
reality. More interesting is his second solution in that he proposes to use special “non-
individualising” properties. These properties form a design pattern called “CASA”
- an acronym for “can-always-some-all” which are prefixes and suffixes used to dis-
tinguish these special properties from other properties. These prefixes and suffixes
then form generic five properties: can referenceTo some, always referencesTo some,
can referenceTo all, always referencesTo all, always is some. These are only tem-
plates for properties. For example the can referenceTo some template can be used to
create a can bindTo some property, the meaning of which in case of “A can bindTo some
B” is that some entities in reality that “are an A” bind to some entities in reality that
“are a B”. The special properties also create a property hierarchy as Samwald shows;
for example we can define a transitive property always partOf all as a subproperty
of a transitive property can bePartOf all. Then if we say that “A always partOf all
B”, “B can bePartOf all C” and “C always partOf all D” then the reasoner would
be able to correctly infere that an A can bePartOf all D. The idea is that these
properties should somehow enable use of classes as values of properties while not
treating them as individuals and therefore avoid falling into OWL Full. Samwald
however does not propose how this should be done only confines himself to stating
that it is not standard OWL semantics and therefore it is not supported by current

2One of these reasons seems incorrect to me however. Samwald says that “Because the rep-
resentation of property restrictions leads to obfuscated RDF graphs, RDF Query languages (like
SPARQL) can hardly be used to query data.”. An example of a “difficult” query would certainly
help because it is in fact quite easy to make queries on ontologies with property restrictions.
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OWL reasoners.
Although it seems improbable that OWL semantics would change significantly,

the CASA pattern is noteworthy anyway. First, because it is a nice pattern that
shows how to leverage the reasoning capability and second because it actually is
partly possible to leverage it in current OWL. As the meaning of a class is its ex-
tension - i.e. all its instances - it could be sufficient to talk about some unidentified
(which could happen to be all) instances of the class. In OWL if a class has a restric-
tion on a property it is not necessary for the class to which the property is restricted
to actually have an explicit instance. For example if one of the restrictions of class A
is that it “bindsTo some B” then if we create an instance of A we do not have to spec-
ify to which exactly instance of B this instance binds. Moreover the class B doesn’t
need to have any explicitely defined instances. This actually leads to the fourth
solution proposed [15] by W3C to the problem of classes versus instances. The only
problem with the CASA pattern in this case is that it isn’t possible to use a class di-
rectly as a value of a CASA property but instead we need to use the someValuesFrom
property restriction. For example we wouldn’t state that “A always bindsTo some
B”, as Samwald proposes, but “A always bindsTo some someValuesFrom B”.3 This
approach perhaps demands more attention from the ontology engineer to make sure
that the property restrictions are used and are used properly. The can/always and
some/all property relations are still determined and can be leveraged by defining a
proper object property hierarchy (e.g. defining always binds some as a subproperty
of can bind some).

2.4 Modularisation and reuse

There are at least three good reasons why to think about dividing an ontology into
modules. First ontology reuse, second collaborative work and third maintenance.
Apart from that, modularisation already proved many times as a valuable not only
software engineering principle and ontologies have it very near to software [33]. We
have already touched the topic of reusing existing ontologies. But we were sofar
concerned with “reusing” our own domain ontologies. We should however explore
possiblities of reusing other already existing ontologies and not only the top level
ones but also, and perhaps mainly, the ones at lower levels. FOAF - Friend Of A
Friend [16] or DOAP - Description Of A Project [17] are just two examples of very
successful ontologies worth considering but there are many more (like SKOS [18],
SIOC [19], Workflow ontology [20], . . .) and many other are emerging. There even
is a system based on the idea of ontology reuse and assembling - the Ontolingua
system [21, 22].

3It is necessary to point out that even if we wanted to use the property “always bindsTo all”
we would still need to use the someValuesFrom restriction, not the allValuesFrom restriction. That
is because the semantics of the restriction “X bindsTo allValuesFrom Y” is that whenever the
proposition “x bindsTo y” holds it necessarily follows that y is of type Y. And that is not what we
want - because if ProteinA always binds to all ProteinsB it is still possible that it also binds to all
or some ProteinsC.
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Other reason for modularisation is collaborative work of many people on large
ontologies. For big systems operating on large domains the ontology will likely be
also quite big and will require cooperation of many people - not only knowledge
engineers but also domain experts. And ontologies are typically created in such a
way [3]. It is obvious that in such enviroment ontology development guidelines are
not only nice to have but also necessary to ensure consistency and some level of
quality. This is where methodologies again come into play. For example Rector et
al. [24] describe their methodology based on experience from the GALEN programme
which has been running for many years and on which many groups had to cooperate.
We will briefly return to their methodology in 3.
Currently OWL provides only limited support for modularity. The only means

is the owl:imports property which imports a whole another ontology. This is has
many drawbacks that are outlined in [26]. They illustrate some of the limitations
of current ontology languages using the relatively well-known Wine ontology as an
example. The Wine ontology is given in two OWL files4 connected by owl:imports,
focused on wine knowledge and general food knowledge, respectively. The problems
pointed out are:

• Lack of support for localized semantics - The OWL semantics requires all on-
tologies that are connected with owl:imports only share a global interpretation.
Hence, “modularization” with owl:imports offers only a syntactical solution,
not a satisfactory semantic solution to reasoning with ontology modules.

• Lack of support for partial reuse - In general, an OWL ontology no matter
how large it is, has to be either completely reused or completely discarded.
Because an ontology may have to refer to (and hence import terms and axioms
from) some other ontologies, while not only directly imported ontologies, but
also indirectly imported ontologies, are forced to be reused in their entirety,
defining a relatively small new ontology may involve the use of a large subset
of known SemanticWeb ontologies.

• Lack of fine-grained organization. For example, knowledge about geographic
region in wine.rdf is not specific to wine, but instead is general knowledge that
may be reused in other contexts. But since it is intertwined with other parts
of wine.rdf, it does not lend itself to reuse in other applications.

• Lack of formal support for collaborative ontology building. At present, col-
laboration in ontology construction requires informal commitment among the
collaborators; and despite the increasing use of tools like CVS, it requires in-
tensive human communication, e.g. emails. For example, there is no language
support to enable two wine experts from U.S. and France to concurrently work
on different parts of the wine ontology.

4http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-guide-20040210/wine.rdf
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-guide-20040210/food.rdf
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Several modular ontology languages have been proposed. The main are: Distributed
Description Logics (DDL), E-Connections and Package-based Description Logics (P-
DL). The evolution of these languages is nicely summarized in [26] where interested
reader can find also their comparison, features and semantics. Interesting to point
out is that all these languages propose localized semantics as opposed to a global
semantics of OWL. That means that a (global) model for a modular ontology would
contain a set of local models as well as a set of relations between those local models.
In contrast, a traditional ontology always requires a single model that satisfies all
restrictions in that ontology.
Unfortunately there is currently still no support for these languages in tools nor

there is consensus on an OWL-compatible syntax for a modular ontology language.
But this area of research is very active (for example there was a separate workshop
on modular ontologies as part of ISWC2006) and new OWL-based languages are cur-
rently being planned [26] (P-OWL based on P-DL) so we can expect implementations
of some of these solutions in near future.

2.5 Ontology evaluation

Sofar I was describing some of the problems one can encounter on the way to create an
ontology. It would however be nice to have some more general criteria to determine
whether an ontology is already good enough in some sense. Unfortunately, in the
area of ontology engineering there is still no general, theory supported technique
like there is for example in the area of relational databases (normal forms, . . .). In
relational databases one tries to have the schema in best practically possible normal
form so that it is ensured that there won’t be any data consistency problems caused
by data redundancy in the future. And determining normal form of a schema will tell
you something about its quality, at least from the redundancy point of view. Similar
techniques evaluating ontologies from various points of view are an important topic
of research. Generally there is not yet even an agreement what the criteria for a
good ontology should be5.
There are several possible notions of correctness of an ontology. First, we can

talk about correctness of an ontology with regard to intended interpretations of the
terms it defines, i.e. how good the ontology approximates 6 a conceptualization.
Second, ontology can be correct with regard to some application or system in which
it is supposed to be used, i.e. how good it (or more precisely the system built upon
it) performs with regard to the intended purpose. The former notion is sincerely the-
oretical the second is purely practical. And yet there is a third opinion (of Werner
Ceusters, see [27]) that, thanks to the ontology definition by Gruber and Guarino,
there is too much focus on proper modelling of conceptualization (i.e. of the “cog-
nitive model” of the world of the ontology designer. . .see [47], page 1) instead of on
the reality itself.
The problem, as Werner Ceusters describes it, is that that the cognitive model

5See for example the ontolog-forum mailing list archive.
6As defined in 1.3.
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itself does not precisely capture the state of reality - we may not be aware of some
important relations that exist in reality, they may not be present in our cognitive
model. He and Barry Smith elaborate on this idea and propose [28, 27] a very
interesting system of ontology change management that certainly has potential in the
general area of change management. Although the system can’t measure correctness
of the ontology itself it can provide useful information about how (we believe) the
ontology improves as we update it (to correct mistakes, add or remove concepts, . . .).
The second notion of correctness is to evaluate ontology by its use. Some method-

ologies like Methontology [29] go in this direction. The idea is that ontologies are
used as part of software applications and therefore available software techniques could
apply to them. Specifically Methontology methodology is being designed with the
IEEE Standard for Developing Software Life Cycle Processes [30] already in mind.
But this is more close to software project lifecycle management. There is still lack
of specific guidelines and metrics to be used with regard to ontologies. But Chris
Welty in his ontolog-forum talk on ontology quality [31] suggests that it should
be possible to measure performance of an ontology-based application with regards
for example to data queries and it could prove his experience that a well designed
ontology7 improves the overall performance of an application.
The first notion of ontology correctness I introduced was how good the ontology

approximates a conceptualization. Because it is impossible8 to formally state our con-
ceptualization against which we could then verify the ontology we need techniques
that would help us to describe the intended meaning of concepts and properties we
want to have in the ontology and then to check that the way we actually model them
in the ontology conforms to that intended meaning. Perhaps the most important and
most widely used technique or methodology in this regard is the OntoClean method-
ology by Nicola Guarino and Christopher Welty [32]. The OntoClean methodology
is based on formal notions, which are general enough to be used in any ontology
effort, independently of a particular domain. They use these notions to define a set
of metaproperties which, in turn, are used to characterize relevant aspects of the
intended meaning of the properties, classes, and relations that make up an ontol-
ogy. In addition, the metaproperties impose several constraints on the taxonomic
structure of an ontology, which help in evaluating the choices made [32].
There are certainly more possible ways to evaluate “correctness” of an ontology.

In the medical domain adherence to reality is the most important criterion only
after the knowledge is precisely represented they begin to care about computational
efficiencies. So they can be said to develop primarily reference ontologies1.3.3. In
contrast, in the area of various community ontologies (FOAF, DOAP, . . .) would
perhaps be more on efficiency and interoperability. Knowledge engineer has to decide
which notion is the most important for him and evaluate the ontology accordingly.

7In his case according to the OntoClean methodology. See 3 for details.
8For example because our conceptualization, our cognitive model of reality, is usually far from

being precise and is typically being refined while working on the ontology.
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Chapter 3

Methodologies

From previous chapters it should already be obvious by now that good methodologies
(or at least some methodologies) are essential for good ontology engineering. As
Fernandez puts it in [33], one important difference between a technical field that is
in its ”infancy” and another that has reached ”adulthood” is that the mature field
has widely accepted methodologies, while the emerging discipline usually does not.
In this chapter I will briefly describe some of the methodologies available for ontology
engineering today and describe the ones I find particularly useful and important in
more detail.

3.1 Overview

There are two kinds of methodologies: first, methodologies in the usual sense, ones
that describe the overall life cycle of ontology engineering from its beginning (gath-
ering requirements, design, . . .) to the end (change management, maintenance, . . .)
and second, rather limited or more precisely methodologies focused on a specific issue
of ontological engineering. So it would not be fair to compare them as they usually
even do not have the aspiration to be the other type. However, it is still very useful
to learn about both types because each has its value. And there are efforts to merge
or integrate some of these methodologies (for example OntoClean and Methontology
at the Technical University of Madrid as mentioned in [32]).
In this overview of available ontologies I draw from overviews and comparisons

in [36, 33]. López makes his analysis of methodologies against the IEEE Standard for
Developing Software Life Cycle Processes, 1074-1995 [30]. He briefly describes the
standard, chooses several criteria based on it and then compares selected methodolo-
gies according to these criteria. In contrast the second paper by Jones et al. surveys
work on methodologies and provides some comparative discussion, they also differ-
entiate among development methodologies and methods addessing specific aspect of
ontology development. Many of the methodologies concentrate on problems of large
ontologies. I will focus mainly on the ones that are more relevant to beginners that
are trying to build a small to middle sized ontology from the scratch.
One of the first methodologies proposed was based on experience gathered in de-
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veloping the Enterprise Ontology [37] and the TOVE (TOronto Virtual Enterprise)
project ontology [38] (both in the domain of enterprise modelling), the first method-
ological outlines were proposed in 1995 and later refined. In 1996, Bernaras et al.
[Ber96] presented a method used to build an ontology in the domain of electrical
networks as part of the Esprit KACTUS project. METHONTOLOGY, based on
experience mainly from the area of chemistry, appeared at the same time and was
extended in later papers [Fer97], [Góm98], [Fer99]. In 1997, a methodology was pro-
posed for building ontologies based on the SENSUS ontology [Swa97]. Recently the
focus is also on more specialized topic of ontology engineering like ontology reuse by
means of ontology merge and integration [39, 40]. An interesting method aimed at
modularization and reuse of large (medical) ontologies was developed as part of the
OpenGALEN project by Alan Rector et al. [24]. Most of the methodologies were
created by generalizing from experience gained from work on specific projects and
ontologies. On the other hand there is also the still evolving OntoClean methodol-
ogy [32] which was first introduced in a series of conference-length papers in 2000
and received much attention and use in subsequent years. It is a method for validat-
ing the ontological adequacy of taxonomic relationships that builds on philosophical
analysis of concepts.
One significant bottleneck that often hinders use of software technologies is their

often insufficient documentation. With ontologies this problem becomes even more
pronounced because natural language is ambiguous and the intended meaning and
use of concepts in an ontology doesn’t have to be clear just from the name of the
concept. Therefore we will begin with the problem of documentation now.

3.2 Documentation

Almost none of the methodologies deals with the problem of documentation which
seems to me even more important in ontology engineering than in general software
engineering. The main reason is that devising an ontology is an error prone process.
It may easily happen that our formal representation of a concept does not express
the intended meaning. In such a case it should always be possible to determine
the intended meaning at least for humans. To do that, every concept should be
associated with a precise description of the intended meaning. Mustafa Jarrar in his
PhD thesis [34] suggest usage of so called gloss by which each concept should be
described. He defines a gloss as an auxiliary informal account for the commonsense
perception of humans of the intended meaning of a linguistic term. He also provides
some guidelines what a gloss should look like:

• It should start with the principal/super type of the concept being defined. For
example, “Search engine: a computer program that . . .”, “Invoice: a business
document that . . .”.

• It should be written in the form of propositions, offering the reader inferential
knowledge that helps him to construct the image of the concept. For example,
instead of defining ’Search engine’ as “A computer program for searching the
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internet”, it can be defined as, “A computer program that enables users to
search and retrieve documents or data from a database or from a computer
network. Some of the major ones are Google, Yahoo, . . .”.

• It should focus on distinguishing characteristics and intrinsic properties that
differentiate the concept from other concepts.

• The use of supportive examples is strongly encouraged: (1) to clarify true cases
that are commonly known to be false, or false cases that are known to be true;
and (2) to strenghten and illustrate distinguishing characteristics (by using
examples and counterexamples). The examples can be types and/or instances
of the concept being defined.

• It should be consistent with the terms and formal definitions.

• It should be sufficient, clear and easy to understand.

What is briefly mentioned in these points has already been thoroughly studied and
even some standards proposed. The most important I know of is the ISO/IEC 11179,
Information Technology – Metadata Registries (MDR) standard. I propose that
glosses, or concept description, should implement the fourth part of this standard,
namely 11179-4: Formulation of Data Definitions which “provides guidance on how
to develop unambiguous data definitions” [35]. This part of the standard states
several requirements, resp. recommendations which the data definitions, or glosses
in our case, have to, resp. should conform to. A data definition shall:

1. be stated in the singular

2. state what the concept is, not only what it is not

3. be stated as a descriptive phrase or sentence(s)

4. contain only commonly understood abbreviations

5. be expressed without embedding definitions of other data or underlying con-
cepts

A data definition should:

1. state the essential meaning of the concept

2. be precise and unambiguous

3. be concise

4. be able to stand alone

5. be expressed without embedding rationale, functional usage, or procedural
information
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6. avoid circular reasoning

7. use the same terminology and consistent logical structure for related definitions

8. be appropriate for the type of metadata item being defined

The standard explains each of these requirements and recommendations in detail. I
will provide only an excerpt here:

A data definition shall:
1. be stated in the singular
EXPLANATION - The concept expressed by the data definition shall

be expressed in the singular. (An exception is made if the concept itself
is plural.)
EXAMPLE - “Article Number”
a) good definition: A reference number that identifies an article.
b) poor definition: Reference number identifying articles.
REASON - The poor definition uses the plural word “articles,” which

is ambiguous, since it could imply
that an “article number” refers to more than one article.
2. state what the concept is, not only what it is not
EXPLANATION - When constructing definitions, the concept cannot

be defined exclusively by stating
what the concept is not.
EXAMPLE - “Freight Cost Amount”
a) good definition: Cost amount incurred by a shipper in moving

goods from one place to another.
b) poor definition: Costs which are not related to packing, documen-

tation, loading, unloading, and
insurance.
REASON - The poor definition does not specify what is included in

the meaning of the data.

It is recommendable to develop documentation during the whole life cycle of the
ontology. This approach may considerably facilitate its evaluation. For example
proper, well documented, change management can provide enough information to be
able to measure how we believe that the ontology improves as suggested by professors
Ceusters and Smith in [28, 27]. This may be very important particularly in the life
sciences domain.

3.3 OntoClean

This section is devoted to the most important current method of analysis of relations
between concepts. As Guarino and Welty summarize [41], OntoClean is a method-
ology for validating the ontological adequacy of taxonomic relationships. It is based
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on highly general ontological notions drawn from philosophy, like essence, identity,
and unity, which are used to characterize relevant aspects of the intended meaning
of the properties, classes, and relations that make up an ontology. These aspects are
represented by formal metaproperties, which impose several constraints on the taxo-
nomic structure of an ontology. The analysis of these constraints helps in evaluating
and validating the choices made.
Most experienced domain modelers can see the correct way to, e.g. structure a

taxonomy, but are typically unable to justify themselves to others. OntoClean has
provided a logical basis for arguing against the most common modeling pitfalls, and
arguing for what they have called ’clean ontologies’. Because of the importance of
OntoClean I will describe it here together with Guarion and Welty in quite a detail.
When Guarino and Welty talk [41] about a properties they talk about meanings

(intensions) of expressions like being an apple or being a table, which correspond to
unary predicates in first-order logic. Given a particular maximal state of affairs (or
possible world), it is possible to associate with each property a class (its extension),
which is the set of entities that exhibit that property in that particular world. The
members of this class will be called instances of the property. Classes are therefore
sets of entities that share a property in common; they are the extensional counterpart
of properties. They further clarify the meaning of the term subsumption. A property
p subsumes q if and only if, for every possible state of affairs, all in-stances of q are
also instances of p. On the syntactic side, this corresponds to what is usually held for
description logics, P subsumesQ if and only if there is no model ofQ∨¬P . OntoClean
works with several basic notions that are then used in the analysis. We will describe
these notions together with Guarino and Welty in the subsequent paragraphs.

Essence and Rigidity

A property of an entity is essential to that entity if it must be true of it in every
possible world, i.e. if it necessarily holds for that entity [41]. For example, the prop-
erty of having a brain is essential to human beings. Every human must have a brain
in every possible world. A special form of essentiality is rigidity; a property is rigid if
it is essential to all its possible instances; an instance of a rigid property cannot stop
being an in-stance of that property in a different world. For example, while having a
brain may be essential to humans, it is not essential to, say, scarecrows in the Wizard
of Oz. If we were modeling the world of the Wizard of Oz, the property of having a
brain would not be rigid, though still essential to humans. On the other hand, the
property being a human is typically rigid, every human is necessarily so. Rigidity
is a metaproperty, deciding whether it holds or not for the relevant properties in an
ontology helps to clarify its ontological commitment.
Obviously there are also non-rigid properties, which can acquire or lose (some of)

their instances depending on the state of affairs at hand. Of these we distin-guish
between properties that are essential to some entities and not essential to others
(semi-rigid), and properties that are not essential to all their instances (anti-rigid).
For example, the property being a student is typically anti-rigid - every in-stance
of student can cease to be such in a suitable state of affairs, whereas the property
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having a brain in our Wizard of Oz world is semi-rigid, since there are instances that
must have a brain as well as others for which a brain is just a (desir-able) option.
Rigidity and its variants are important metaproperties which impose constraints

on the subsumption relation, which can be used to check the ontological consistency
of taxonomic links. One of these constraints is that anti-rigid properties cannot
subsume rigid properties. For example, the property being a student cannot subsume
being a human if the former is anti-rigid and the latter is rigid. To see this, consider
that, if p is an anti-rigid property, all its instances can cease to be such. This is
certainly the case for student, since any student may cease being a student. However,
no instance of human can cease to be a human, and if all humans are necessarily
students (the meaning of subsumption), then no person could cease to be a student,
creating therefore an inconsistency.

Identity and Unity

As Guarino and Welty say [41] identity and unity are perhaps the most important
notions they use in their methodology. Identity refers to the problem of being able
to recognize individual entities in the world as being the same (or different), and
unity refers to being able to recognize all the parts that form an individual entity.
Identity criteria are the criteria we use to answer questions like, ’is that my dog?’ In
point of fact, identity criteria are conditions used to determine equality (sufficient
conditions) and that are entailed by equality (necessary conditions). One of the most
common decisions that must be made in ontological analysis concerns identifying
circumstances in which one entity is actually two or more. Guarino and Welty then
present an example of analysis of time duration versus time interval properties. The
proposal was to make time duration subsume time interval, since all time intervals are
time durations. According to the identity criteria for time durations, two durations
of the same length are the same duration. In other words, all one-hour time durations
are identical - they are the same duration and therefore there is only one ’one hour’
time duration. On the other hand, according to the identity criteria for time intervals,
two intervals of the same duration occurring at the same time are the same, but
two intervals occurring at different times, even if they are the same duration, are
different. Therefore the two example intervals above would be different intervals.
This creates a contradiction: if all instances of time interval are also instances of
time duration (as implied by the subsumption relationship), how can they be two
instances of one property and a single instance of another? This is one of the most
common confusions of natural language when used for describing the world. When
we say ’all time intervals are time durations’ we really mean ’all time intervals have
a time duration’ - the duration is a component of an interval, but it is not the
interval itself. In this case we cannot model the relationship as subsumption, time
intervals have durations (essentially) as qualities. Guarino and Welty provide more
examples of such confusions in their article [41]. They also point out that despite
their relevance, recognizing identity criteria may be extremely hard. However, in
many cases identity analysis can be limited to detecting the properties that are
just necessary for keeping the identity of a given entity, i.e. what we have called
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the essential properties. Obviously, if two things do not have the same essential
properties they are not identical.
A second notion that is extremely useful in ontological analysis is Unity [41].

Unity refers to the problem of describing the parts and boundaries of objects, such
that we know in general what is part of the object, what is not, and under what
conditions the object is whole. Unity can tell us a lot about the intended meaning
of properties in an ontology. Certain properties pertain to wholes, that is, all their
instances are wholes, others do not. For example, being (an amount of) water does
not have wholes as instances, since each amount can be arbitrarily scattered or
confused with other amounts. In other words, knowing an entity is an amount of
water does not tell us anything about its parts, nor how to recognize it as a single
entity. On the other hand, being an ocean is a property that picks up whole objects,
as its instances, such as ’the Atlantic Ocean,’ are recognizable as single entities. Of
course, one might observe that oceans have vague boundaries, but this is not an issue
here: the important difference with respect to the previous example is that in this
case we have a criterion to tell, at least, what is not part of the Atlantic Ocean, and
still part of some other ocean. This is impossible for amounts of water.
Guarino and Welty further discuss usage of what they call unity criteria (UC)

which are conditions that must hold among the parts of a certain entity in order
to consider it a whole. In OntoClean, they distinguish with suitable metaproperties
(unity, no unity, anti-unity) the properties all whose instances must carry a common
UC (such as ocean) from those that do not.
They studied all these metaproperties (rigidity, unity, identity and also depen-

dence) thoroughly and described them formally in several papers [42, 43, 44, 45].

Constraints and Assumptions

Based on their work, Guarino and Welty developed a set of constraints and assump-
tions that relations between concepts should satisfy. A first observation descending
immediately from the definitions of Guarino and welty regards some subsumption
constraints [41]. Given two properties, p and q, when q subsumes p the following
constraints hold:

• If q is anti-rigid, then p must be anti-rigid

• If q carries an identity criterion, then p must carry the same criterion

• If q carries a unity criterion, then p must carry the same criterion

• If q has anti-unity, then p must also have anti-unity

Finally, they make the following assumptions regarding identity:

• Sortal Individuation. Every domain element must instantiate some property
carrying an identity criterion (+I). In this way they satisfy the well-known
Quine’s dicto ’No entity without identity’ [46].
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• Sortal Expandability. If something is an instance of different properties (for
instance related to different times), then it must be also instance of a more
general property carrying a criterion for its identity.

Together, the two assumptions imply that every entity must instantiate a unique
most general property carrying a criterion for its identity.

Conclusion

In my opinion, everyone trying to build an ontology should be familiar with the
OntoClean methodology as it provides examples of good ontology engineering habits
and moreover, it also provides philosophy based reasons why to do so and describes
ways to perform such an analysis.

3.4 OpenGalen

The GALEN programme (now OpenGALEN) has been developing large medical
ontologies collaboratively for nearly a decade [24]. On the development collaborated
from seven to over a dozen groups over time. Most of those contributing to the
development have little prior experience of building formal ontologies. The goal
is to produce logically correct and reusable ontologies. They achieve these goals
by using an intermediate representation created by domain experts and which are
then automatically transformed into the underlying description logic based ontology.
Although their intermediate representation are relatively comprehensible they also
use natural language generation to make the acceptance by users even easier. They
ensure quality of the ontologies by employing a set of quality assurance criteria and
tools to test them.
I won’t describe the OpenGALEN methodlogy itself but only one part of it I

find quite interesting because to me it seems applicable to ontologies of all sizes,
is directly usable by beginners and provides valuable guidance. The technique was
developed by Alan Rector et al. and is concerned with untangling taxonomies and
relationships [25]. He proposes a normalisation technique that should help to achieve
re-use, maintainability, and evolution of large ontologies.
The technique assumes that the basic structure of the ontology to be implemented

has already been organised cleanly by a mechanism such as the OntoClean method-
ology, and that a suitable set of high level categories are in place. Rectors goal is to
implement the ontology cleanly in as FaCT, OWL, or other logic-based formalism. I
will however for the sake of simplicity assume that we will implement our ontology
in OWL in which it is possible to apply this technique.
The fundamental observation underlying Rectors proposals for normalisation is

based on the truism that logic guarantees that from true premises true conclusions
follow [25]. Hence, if the inference algorithms are sound, complete and tractable,
then there are only two ways in which a logic based formalism can go wrong: a) the
premises can be false; b) the premises can be incomplete - i.e. not all information
may be represented explicitly. The technique is concerned with the latter. The main
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proposal is that modules be identified with trees of primitives and the boundaries
between those trees identified with the definitions and descriptions expressing the
relations between those primitives.

Normalisation criteria

Rector terms that part of the ontology consisting only of the primitive concepts
(concepts described by necessary conditions) the primitive skeleton. The essence
of the proposal for normalisation is that the primitive skeleton of domain ontology
should consist of disjoint homogeneous trees. In more detail:

1. The branches of the primitive skeleton of the domain taxonomy should form
trees, i.e. no domain concept should have more than one primitive parent.

2. Each branch of the primitive skeleton of the domain taxonomy should be homo-
geneous and logical, i.e. the principle of specialisation should be subsumption
(as opposed, for example to partonomy) and should be based on the same,
or progressively narrower criteria, throughout. For example, even if it were
true that all vascular structures were part of the circulatory system, placing
the primitive ’vascular structure’ under the primitive ’circulatory system struc-
ture’ would be inhomogeneous because the differentiating notion in one case is
structural and in the other case functional.

3. The primitive skeleton should clearly distinguish:

(a) ’Self-standing’ concepts: most ’things’ in the physical and conceptual
world - e.g. animals, body parts, people, organisations, ideas, processes
etc. as well as less tangible notions such as style, colour, risk, etc. Prim-
itive self-standing primitives should be disjoint but open, i.e. the list of
primitive children should not be considered exhaustive (should not ’cover’
the parent), since lists of the things that exist in the world never be guar-
anteed exhaustive.

(b) ’Partitioning’ or ’Refining’ concepts: value types and values which par-
tition conceptual spaces e.g. ’small, medium, large’, ’mild, moderate,
severe,’ etc. For refining concepts: a) there should be a taxonomy of
primitive ’value types’ which may or may not be disjoint; b) the primitive
children of each value type should form a disjoint exhaustive partition,
i.e. the values should ’cover’ the ’value type’.

4. In practice Rector recommends that the distinction between ’self-standing’ and
’partitioning’ concepts be made in the top level ontology. However, in order to
avoid commitment to any one top level ontology, he suggest only the weaker
requirement for normalisation, i.e. that the distinction be made clear by some
mechanism.
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5. The axioms, range and domain constraints should never imply that any prim-
itive domain concept is subsumed by more than one other primitive domain
concept.

What follows from the normalisation

The first consequences of criteria 1, 3 and 4 is that all multiple classification is inferred
by the reasoner [25]. Ontology authors should never assert multiple classification
manually. The second consequence is that for any two primitive selfstanding concepts
either one subsumes the other or they are disjoint. From this, it follows that any
domain individual is an instance of exactly one most specific self-standing primitive
concept. A third set of consequences of criteria 1 and 3 is that a) declarations of
primitives should consist of conjunctions of exactly one primitive (excluding Thing)
and zero or more restrictions; b) every primitive self-standing concept should be part
of a disjoint axiom with its siblings; and c) every primitive value should be part of
a disjoint subclass axiom with its siblings so as to cover its value type. Finally,
criteria 4 limits the use of arbitrary disjointness and subclass axioms. Disjointness
amongst primitives is permitted, indeed required by criterion 3. However, arbitrary
disjointness axioms are almost certain to cause violations of criterion 4) Subclass
axioms are allowed to add necessary conditions to defined concepts by causing them
to be subsumed by further restrictions, but not to imply subsumption by arbitrary
expressions containing other primitives.
The approach seeks to minimise implicit information [25]. Not everything can

be defined in a formal system; some things must be primitive. In effect, for each
primitive, there is a set of implicit notions that differentiate it from each of its
primitive parents. Since these notions are implicit, they are invisible to human
developer and mechanical reasoner alike. They are therefore likely to cause confusion
to developers and missed or unintended inferences in the reasoner. The essence of
the requirement for independent homogeneous taxonomies of primitives is that there
be exactly one implicit differentiating notion per primitive concept, thus confining
implicit information to its irreducible minimum. All other differentiating notions
must be explicit and expressed as restrictions on the relations between concepts.
The requirement that all differentiating notions in each part of the primitive

skeleton be of the same sort - e.g. all structural, all functional etc. - guarantees
that all conceptually similar primitive similar notions fall in the same section of
the primitive skeleton [25]. Therefore modularisation which follows the primitive
skeleton will always include notions that divide along natural conceptual boundaries.
Rector further claims and discusses that a well modularized ontology is less prone
to unintended consequences of changes.
Let us consider a simple (a little artificial) example I created to show some of

the advantages of the normalisation process. It is a taxonomy of graphics software,
see 3.1. This kind of taxonomy could easily be seen in various web catalogs. It is
easy to see that it is tangled and violates several normalisation criteria. For example
the PaintShopPro application has two parents, namely CommercialVectorSoftware
and CommercialBitmapSoftware. Further, the distinction between open source and
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GraphicsSoftware

BitmapSoftware

CommercialBitmapSoftware

AdobePhotoshop

PaintShopPro

OpenSourceBitmapSoftware

TheGimp

Krita

VectorSoftware

CommercialVectorSoftware

CorelDraw

PaintShopPro

OpenSourceVectorSoftware

Skencil

Inkscape

Original tangled taxonomy

Figure 3.1: Tangled graphics software ontology

commercial software remains implicit in the taxonomy - it is hidden in names of
the concepts and reasoners therefore won’t be able to work with it. This multiple
classification also makes maintenance more difficult. It would also require substantial
intervention to the taxonomy if some third type of software except commercial and
open source appeared.

SoftwareLicenseSoftwareRole

VectorEditorRole

BitmapEditorRole

CommercialLicense

OpenSourceLicense

Software

Normalised skeleton taxonomies

PaintShopPro → Software and hasLicense some CommercialLicense and hasRole some BitmapEditorRole and

TheGimp → Software and hasLicense some OpenSourceLicense and hasRole some BitmapEditorRole

AdobePhotoshop → Software and hasLicense some CommercialLicense and hasRole some BitmapEditorRole

OpenSourceSoftware ≡ Software and hasLicense some OpenSourceLicense

CommercialSoftware ≡ Software and hasLicense some CommercialLicense

VectorEditingSoftware ≡ Software and hasRole some VectorEditorRole

BitmapEditingSoftware ≡ Software and hasRole some BitmapEditorRole

Linking definitions and restrictions

and hasRole some VectorEditorRole

Figure 3.2: Normalised graphics software ontology

In figure 3.2 you can see the same ontology after normalisation. Normalisation
produced three skeleton taxonomies, one consists of only the Software concept, other
is for roles the software can play, and third is for the types of licenses which the soft-
ware can have. Definitions (indicated by ’≡’) and restrictions (indicated by ’→’) link
the three taxonomies. This taxonomy is easier to maintain and extend. Multiple
classification can be done automatically by a reasoner because classes such as Com-
mercialBitmapSoftware or OpenSourceSoftware are created as defined (necessary and
sufficient conditions are stated). In figure 3.3 you can see the hierarchy inferred by
Pellet reasoner (excluding primitive skeletons for SoftwareRole and SoftwareLicense).
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Software

BitmapEditingSoftware
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PaintShopPro

TheGimp

CommercialSoftware

AdobePhotoshop

CorelDraw

PaintShopPro

OpenSourceSoftware

TheGimp

VectorEditingSoftware

CorelDraw

PaintShopPro

Figure 3.3: Inferred graphics software hierarchy
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Chapter 4

Roles

During work on the Sun ontology I encountered a few modelling problems for which
I didn’t get a satisfactory solution neither from Ontoclean nor from other method-
ologies. When analyzed the problems unveiled to be related to the notion of role and
partly to the notion of Peirce’s thirdness. In this chapter I will explore particularly
the notion of role, mainly with respect to its modelling in the OWL language. I will
also review the normalisation technique described in previous chapter with respect
to new results on roles.
It is interesting that in the semantic web area there is not much space devoted to

(ontologically correct) modelling of roles although roles seem to be ubiquitous (an
experiment [48] shows that at least 6% of nouns in an online Collins wordlist may
represent roles). Upper level ontologies also do not elaborate on this concept very
much. They just include some kind of Role concept and do not provide many clues
how exactly use it. No semantic web or ontology modelling tutorials, I know of,
provide advice in this regard, although they may introduce some pecularities such
as the counting problem. Some recent research however explores this area as I will
also present in this chapter.

4.1 Origin of the problem of roles

This problem arised for example when I was thinking about how to properly model
concepts Company, Reseller and Customer. Company can be classified as a sortal
according to Ontoclean - i.e. a rigid (R+) (independent (D-)) concept supplying
own identity criteria (I+, O+). Reseller defined as a company which buys and then
further sells a product can be viewed as an anti-rigid1 (˜R) dependent (D+, on
Company) concept which has its own identity but doesn’t supply. This classifies
Reseller as a role under Ontoclean and the right thing in this case would be to make
Company subsume Reseller. On the other hand we could view the Reseller concept
as a role to be played by a company - therefore as a rigid concept possibly supplying
its own identity. In this case Company and Reseller would be disjoint and there

1No company is necessarily a reseller and every company can cease to be a reseller without itself
stopping to exist.
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Figure 4.1: Two basic approaches to modelling the Reseller role, together with On-
toclean meta properties.

would be a relationship for example hasRole and its inverse isPlayedBy that would
tie the two concepts together.
At first sight it is not clear which approach to choose. Both seem quite natural

although the first one perhaps better reflects natural language because when we say
Reseller we actually mean the company, no role. So at this point we can consider
how we would use the concepts and what we want to be able to express using them.
Talking about a Reseller it is natural to ask what exatly it is it buys and sells but

also on which markets it acts where it buys a product and where it sells it. To rep-
resent buying and selling we can create buys and sells OWL object properties. This
far everything is fine - we are able to say that “Reseller sells Product” and “Reseller
buys Product” in the first case. In the second case we might first consider whether
we want the Company or the Reseller concept buy and sell Products. Bringing in
the markets will give us some answers. We might want to express for example the
statement that Company “redInc” sells “renault” in Europe whereas it sells “toyota”
in the APAC2 region. In the second case we may simply create a sellsIn object prop-
erty and create an instance of Reseller for each product the Company sells. Then
we can use the properties “sells” and “sellsIn” on the particular instance of Reseller.
This might seem strange at first - that we have multiple reseller instances for one
company - but it makes sense if we take it as that a “company is a reseller” because
of its being reseller of product1, reseller of product2, etc. This idea also suggests
connection to the theory of so called tropes (bundles of properties/attributes) that
we will briefly describe in next sections. While in the second case it was quite easy
to represent selling in a region it doesn’t seem to be so in the first case. In the first
case an instance of Reseller is at the same time an instance of Company because
Company subsumes Reseller therefore we can’t create multiple instances and single
sells and sellsIn object properties wouldn’t be enough to express the statement with-
out introducing other concepts or reification. So it seems that the second approach
is more expressive. In the second case we can also create a defined (using necessary
and sufficient conditions) concept Reseller as a Company that hasRole someValues-
From ResellerRole. This has the advantage that we can create companies, assign
them roles and reasoner will automatically determine which Companies are also Re-
sellers. Analogically we could create other defined concepts like ResellerForAPAC,
etc. Please refer to Appendix B for a full example.
Other problem was related to (ontologicaly correct) modeling Sun partner com-

panies and specifically the type of partnership. Sun partners are companies that

2the Asian, Pacific region. It is common in big companies to divide world into four regions:
EMEA (Europe, Middle East Asia), APAC, NORAM (North american region) and LATAM (latin
american region).
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Figure 4.2: Reseller modeled the second way. Instances begin with small case letter
(possibly except APAC and EMEA), classes with an upper case letter. Instantiation
is represented by the inst. relationship.

take part in a so called Sun partner program that provides its members with vari-
ous benefits. There are several “levels” of membership in the Sun partner program
(member, associate partner, executive partner, principal partner). So we would
like to represent concepts SunPartner, SunPartnerMembership, SunPartnerBenefit
and SunPartnerProgram. It would seem natural to differentiate the different lev-
els of partnership in the SunPartnerMembership concept (because someone is an
ExecutivePartner because he or she applied for an ExecutivePartnerMembership,
i.e. became ExecutivePartner by the process of applying). This however brings
some difficulties. We could define SunPartnerMembership as a Membership that
involves the SunPartnerProgram instance of the concept BusinessProgram. Then
if we wanted to define SunPartner we would naturally like to say that SunPartner
is a Company that hasExecutiveMembershipIn (resp. hasAssociateMembershipIn,
hasPrincipalMembershipIn, . . .) a SunPartnerProgram. This would require dupli-
cating the membership levels in the hasMembershipIn property which could make
the ontology difficult to manage in future. In fact, what we need here is a ternary
relation hasMembershipIn(Membership, Company, BusinessProgram) that would re-
late the three concepts in question. OWL 1.0 however supports only binary relations
and unary predicates. In this case it is however quite easy to work around for the
price of a little less naturaly sounding and philosophicaly correct statements (either
using reification or by differentiating the levels of partnership for example in the
SunPartnerProgram - please refer to Appendix A or to the enclosed CD for details).
What is different on the Membership concept that it would require ternary relation?
That appears to be thoroughly studied by a philosopher and logician Charles Sanders
Peirce who called this category of concept mediation, or thirdness. The notion of
thirdness and related categories is beyond the scope of this work3.

3But I find it a very interesting and important notion and very much recommend to
the reader to learn about it - for example in the Knowledge Representation book by John
F. Sowa or more deeply but still briefly in the Commens dictionary of Peirce’s terms at
http://www.helsinki.fi/science/commens/dictionary.html
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4.2 Roles in literature

One notable paper about roles is by Wieringa et. al published in 1994 that analyses
roles and dynamic subclasses in the object oriented design and analysis domain.
This and a more recent paper by Fan et. al [48] are ones of those that propose
the role playing solution for role representation - similar to the second approach I
proposed in previous section. Fan proposed this approach because it satisfied several
key requirements on role concepts (distilled from fifteen requirements identified by
Steimann [50]). The key requirements used by Fan et. al are:

• Roles are created and destroyed dynamically.

• A role can be transferred between entities. For example, the role of manager
can be transferred from one person to another.

• An entity may play different roles simultaneously, for example a person may
be both an employee and an employer.

• Entities of unrelated types can play the same role. For example, both a cracker
and a grasshopper can play the role of food.

Wieringa on the other hand proposed this approach to solve the well known counting
problem. Suppose we would like to count how many passengers an aeroplane trans-
ferred in a week. It could for example be 4000 passengers but only 1000 persons at
the same time. So if passengers were modelled simply according to the first approach
from previous section as being subsumed by person then the counting problem would
arise: an instance of Passenger would be the same time an instance of Person and
it would always be this instance “that flew by the plane”. Whereas in the second
approach for each flight a Person would make a new instance of Passenger would be
created. Some event based solutions to the counting problem using the first approach
were also suggested.
Although role playing approach is supported by literature and it seems to have

many advantages it was recently shown by Guizzardi [52] that it is not entirely cor-
rect - or at least not correct in arguing for separate role and entity taxonomies.
Guizzardi [52] analyzes the two approaches thoroughly from philosophical and com-
puter modelling views and suggests a way to harmonize them based on the notion
of qua individual.
He suggests the following example: suppose that John is married to Mary. In this

case, we can assume that there is an individual relator 4 m of type marriage that
mediates John and Mary. There are many qualities that John acquires by virtue of
being married to Mary. For example, imagine all the legal responsibilities that John
has in the context of this relation. These responsibilities, properties are existentially
dependent on John and they are also dependent on the existence of Mary. These

4Relator, according to Guizzardi, is an entity which mediates material relations such as working
at or being enrolled in (formal relations such as the one between Paul and his knowledge of Greek
do not require a relator).
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Figure 4.3:

properties are own to John - they inhere in John - and are dependent on Mary
(externally dependent because Mary and John are two distinct individuals). So
marriage of John and Mary founds existence of these externally dependent properties
that inhere in John5. And similarly for Mary.
Now, Guizzardi can define an individual that bears all externally dependent qual-

ities of John that share the same external dependencies and the same foundation.
This particular is called a qua individual. Qua individuals are, thus, treated here as
a special type of complex externally dependent qualities. In this case, the complex
quality inhering in John that bears all responsibilities that John acquires by virtue
of a given wedding event can be named John-qua-husband.
Guizzardi proposes to harmonize the two approaches using qua individuals. Let’s

consider concepts Person and Student. Student is a role of Person - in the second
approach playedBy the Person, in the first approach it is directly subsumed by
Person. Guizzardi suggests that not all Persons bear the “Student properties”, only
those Persons who are enrolled in and educational institution do so. So it is possible
to define a restriction of the class Person, whose instances are exactly those Persons
who bear the “student properties”, i.e. those that are enrolled in an educational
institution. See figure 4.3. The figure shows relationships betwee Person, Student
and the “studentness” (the qua individual) of a person but is incomplete because it
doesn’t show dependence on the enrollment relation. This is the basic idea proposed
by Guizzardi. Details of his proposal can be found in [52].
Masolo et. al separatly proposed [51] a different approach based on anti-rigid

role concepts and qua individuals. Their approach is based on reifying domain of
discourse, they require a clear distinction between

• a ground ontology, represented as predicates (static and rigid), and

• properties and (called “concepts”) and relations reified at the object level, that
are not necessarily static or rigid.

The reified properties and relation can then be explicitly described (resp. their
social context can be described) by means of some primitive relations (US - used: a
concept is used by a description, DF - defined: a concept is defined in a description,
etc.). This approach however goes against the intended use of the OWL language in
my opinion (because it would require an instance to actually represent a concept),
therefore I won’t discuss it anymore.

5For precise definitions of these notions please refer to [52].
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Figure 4.4: An example of normalisation of ontology of biological substances and
roles from [25].

Masolo and Guizzardi therefore both proposed a solution based on the notion of
qua individual but their definitions of qua individual differ. They, and colleagues,
further elaborated on these two new approaches in [53] and analyzed them (partic-
ularly the differences between their qua individuals) with respect to the counting
problem. The main focus of their paper is on relational roles that they consider
as dynamic, anti-rigid, and relationally dependent properties. For example concept
Student is relationally dependent on the property being enrolled in. So the defini-
tion of Student could be: Student(x) , Person(x)∧∃y(Enr(x, y) ∧ University(y)).
It is important in my opinion to be aware that many roles (namely the relational
roles) can be defined in terms of a relation. In this case this consideration makes us
introduce the concept University and the relation enr in order to define Student and
its relationship to Person. As a consequence, this makes more information explicit
that may otherwise remain hidden to the computer.
The approach suggested by Masolo et. al is promising but needs to be further

worked on and currently lacks some support in the OWL language.

4.3 Normalisation revised

Now we will briefly return back to the OpenGALEN normalisation technique (de-
scribed in 3.4) and particularly to an example described by Alan Rector in [25] - see
figure 4.3.
The example proposes to create separate taxonomies for roles and entities and

to relate them using the playsRole relation. In this case it could be sufficient with-
out creating the qua-individuals because there seems to be no threat of counting
problem from Hormones or Catalysts. On the other hand it is useful to con-
sider the relational dependencies of these roles as suggested in previous section.
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Hormone can be defined as “A chemical substance produced by one organ of the
body, such as a gland, and conveyed, usualy by the blood, to another organ (or
organs), where it exerts a controlling or regulating action. “. So we could say
that Hormone is a ChemicalSubstance that isProduced by an Organ and affects
some Organ. So if we introduce entities ChemicalSubstance, Organ and proper-
ties affects and isProducedBy then we can define the Hormone class as a defined
concept: Hormone(x) , ChemicalSubstance(x) ∧ ∃y, z(Organ(y) ∧ Organ(z) ∧
isProducedBy(x, y) ∧ affects(x, z)) which is easy to translate into OWL.
So let’s have a look at Catalyst now. Catalyst can be defined as “A sub-

stance that increases the rate of a chemical reaction without actually undergoing
any change itself.”6. So we can say that a Catalyst is a Substance that speedsUp
a ChemicalReaction and isNotAffectedBy the same ChemicalReaction. Formally
Catalyst(x) , ChemicalSubstance(x)∧∃r(ChemicalReaction(r)∧speedsUp(x, r)∧
isNotAffectedBy(x, r)). This however is unfortunately beyond the expressive power
of OWL 1.0. The problem is the variable r shared by the two relations.
But we suggest another solution: we can assume that Catalyst is actually a con-

cept dependent on a more basic (non-role) concept of Catalysis (which is subsumed
by ChemicalReaction). This way we could define Catalyst as a ChemicalSubstance
that allows some Catalysis. For a full working example please refer to Appendix B.
In both cases we managed make more information explicit about a concept by

analyzing its definitional dependence on other concepts while also getting rid of the
playsRole relation and the rigid role concepts. We also untangled the hierarchy at
the same time, which is our contribution to the problem.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter I presented practical problems I experienced when modelling roles, I
sugested a solution and confronted it with existing literature on the subject. I also
used some of the results to show a possible improvement of the OpenGALEN normal-
isation technique: in previous two examples in previous section about normalisation
(3.4) I presented a way to normalise an ontology while avoiding the problematic rigid
roles (HormoneRole, CatalystRole, . . .). This result shows that using the improved
normalisation technique we can avoid some of the problems described by Masolo
and Guizzardi. The important message of this chapter is that role modelling can
be difficult and one should be aware for example of the counting problem to avoid
future problems. It also appears as very beneficial to think about roles in terms of
their dependence and relations to other concepts.

6See http://www.science.org.au/nova/077/077glo.htm
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Chapter 5

Sun Ontology

In previous chapters I have described various problems of ontology engineering and
methods and methodologies to solve them. In this chapter I will describe the ontology
I created to help augmenting external web sites of Sun Microsystems (SMI). I use
some of the techniques described.

5.1 Methodology

To create a quality ontology I chose to use several techniques. To determine the
scope of the ontology I first thought of possible use cases which the ontology could
make easier to implement. Then, referring to these use cases I created a list of
competency questions inspired by Gruninger and Fox as described in 2.2. These
use cases and competency questions helped me to create a list of concepts that the
ontology would need to contain to be able to support the use cases and to answer
and represent the questions. These concepts serve as a starting point to create
related concepts - general, more specific as well as otherwise related concepts. Then
I created a first draft of the ontology. In this stage my only aim was to crystalize
my conceptualization (my cognitive representation of the real world) and to refine
intended meanings of the concepts and their relations. At this time I also started
to add glosses - comments specifying the intended meaning for human users in the
form described in 3.2.
After the first ontology prototype had been created I started to review the con-

cepts and their relations using the OntoClean methodology I also changed glosses
accordingly if it was needed. After this was done, and I could therefore be sure that
the taxonomy skeleton was quite right, I started to normalise the ontology using the
Rector’s normalisation criteria 3.4.
In subsequent sections of this chapter I describe the ontology and the process of

creating it.
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5.2 Use cases

The first thing to do when creating an ontology is to determine the scope of its
domain based on requirements - the intended use of the ontology. The requirements
may however not be very clear in the beginning therefore I adopt the traditional
software engineering technique of creating use cases. Use cases for the Sun ontology
seek to reveal possible benefits one could gain by semantically enhancing external
websites of Sun Microsystems. I present here three such use cases. One about a
new customer interested in learning more about produtcs of SMI and benefits of
being a partner of SMI. Second is about a current customer who wishes to upgrade
some of the products he previously purchased. The last use case is about a possible
prospective customer that wishes to explore the ways in which products of SMI
facilitate business goals in the real world.

New customer

Helen is a senior manager in a growing mid-size company. She is looking for an effec-
tive way to solve the companys increasing need for better IT (both hardware and soft-
ware) infrastructure. During the search she comes across the http://www.sun.com
website. Not knowing much about Sun products she looks for a brief and broad
overview of Sun’s offer. Then she narrows her search down to a few categories and
selects properties she is interested in the most. Helen chooses identity management
and software communication tools. For the properties she chooses price and support.
After confirming the choice she is presented with a new product overview tailored
according to her selection. She also sees a few links to related information she might
be interested in given her choice. On her way through the pages Helen comes across a
few new terms she is not acquainted with yet. One of the terms is ’Sun partner’. She
double-clicks the term partner to learn more about it. She is presented with a simple
Sun partner hierarchy with the Sun partner term on its top. From the hierarchy she
learns different types of Sun partners as well as their simple description.

Current customer

Northwind is an airline company that already runs a few Sun servers with Solaris
and a few other Sun software products on them. The equipment is becoming old
and too inefficient to handle the increasing number of customers and employees.
Phil, being aware of the problem, navigates to http://www.sun.com to learn about
possibilities to renew support subscriptions and to upgrade the old hardware and
software. He is interested in any applicable discounts and help with migration to
newer products. On the pages he indicates he is interested in upgrades. He is asked
to choose what type of hardware and software his company currently owns. Right
after he is presented with newer versions of the products together with an overview
of general features he would gain after upgrading. He chooses specific products and
is presented with specific features he would gain. Also a notice is displayed that he
can get higher discount if he chooses to upgrade the OS as well. He is also given a
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notice that if he buys the Calendar server too he can get it for a better price than
if he bought it separately. This draws Phil’s attention and he asks for explanation.
The system replies that the Instant Messaging and Messaging server, that Phil chose,
form together with the Calendar server a so called Sun Java Communications Suite
for an advantageous price.

Success stories

Peter is reviewing long term IT strategy of his company and reveals several possible
problems. He comes across Sun Microsystems and is interested in references, what
problems were others able to solve using products of this company. He is most
interested in the types of problems and location of the customers. On the website,
he navigates to success stories and selects to display them by the problems solved.
He then would like to see an overview of all the different business results achieved so
he selects the business results property of success stories and is presented with such
a list and is able to narrow it down by other properties like the type of product or
geographical location of the customer. Then he chooses to display locations of all the
customers as a google maps mashup 1. He becomes more interested in Sun’s products
and solutions and subscribes to a customized RSS feed in which he selected to be
informed about new products in the area of storage and about any new information
related specifically to Europe.

Conclusion

Apart from revealing possible concepts, from the use cases it is also clear that users
of the web sites could make use of advanced search capabilities - search by properties
of products or other objects. This kind of search, or more precisely navigation, is
known as faceted browsing 2 and some tools already exist 3 that implement it. Faceted
browsing is a natural way of browsing structured data and the cost of implementing
it is quite low when the data are already semantically enhanced. The use cases also
indicate that the user would benefit from greater interoperability of services, I mean
now mainly the mashups which are however domain more of the Web 2.0 than the
Semantic web (there is not a big need for ontologies to be able to do simple mashups).

5.3 Competency questions

According to the use cases described in previous section I created several competency
questions 2.2:

1A mashup is a website or application that combines content from more than one source into
an integrated experience. A google maps mashup is an application that integrates customized data
on top of Google’s map interface.
2http://www.webdesignpractices.com/navigation/facets.html
3For example Longwell (http://simile.mit.edu/wiki/Longwell), a “web-based RDF-powered

highly-configurable faceted browser”, part of the SIMILE project at MIT.
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• What kinds of storage products does Sun sell?

• What kind of discounts / upgrade options does Sun offer?

• What is related to [storage / discounts / sun partner advantage program /
some product]?

• What new features are available in the Calendar server compared to previous
version?

• What are the differences between Calendar server v. 1.0 and Calendar server
v. 2.4?

• What groups of products does Sun sell?

• What are the benefits of buying Sun Java Communications Suite?

• What is the newest verison of a Calendar server?

• What features does Calendar server have?

• Is Solaris part of some advantageous product package? What is the advantage
of buying Solaris as part of the package against buying it separately.

• What is the definition of ’Sun partner’?

• What problems does a product solve?

• Which product can be used to solve a given problem?

• Which customer tried to solve a given problem?

• What problems did a customer solve? What products did he use? How did he
succeed?

• Where is the customer located?

• Are there any Sun news related to my location [Europe, USA, Asia, . . ., Japan,
Brazil, . . .]?

Necessary concepts

Inspecting the above questions we can come up with a lot of concepts (and also
relations) that our ontology has to contain in order to be able to represent the
questions and to support the use cases.
Some of these concepts are:

• hardware, software, product, group of products, feature, storage, version, newest
version, difference, part of relation
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• problem, solution, customer, satisfaction, location, located in relation, solves
relation, uses product relation

• discount, benefit, support, upgrade, related relation, news

• Sun Microsystems, Sun partner, Calendar server, Sun Java Communications
Suite, Solaris

The list of concepts, or better terms, is intended as a kind of brainstorming and
competency questions and use cases support this brainstorming. It may happen
that some of the terms won’t appear in the final ontology or will have a different
name. For example, from the Current customer use case 5.2 we know that we will
need to work with differences among product versions. Therefore there is the term
’difference’ in the list of concepts. However, we will choose to represent only product
features and it will be up to the application to determine the actual differences.

5.4 The ontology

I modelled the ontology using the Protege ontology editor4. One of very useful fea-
tures of Protege is that it is able to connect to reasoners via the DIG protocol so
it is easy to check consistency of the ontology or determine the inferred hierachy
while creating the ontology. The only problem was that Protege in its version 3.2
supported only DIG 1.1 which doesn’t support all OWL features (for example car-
dinality restrictions).
I already described some of the problems I encountered in chapter 4. It was gen-

erally very interesting to try to model different roles of companies. In the original,
first approach, when I just created a rigid (R+) class CompanyRole and related it
to the Company class using the hasRole (or playsRole) property, it was enough to
have just the CompanyRole concept and its subclasses or instances and the hasRole
property. But as already said in chapter 4, this approach is not ideal. Therefore I em-
ployed the improved normalisation technique - I analyzed dependencies of the roles
which lead to introduction of several new classes and properties. For example, Tech-
nologyIntegratorRole should describe a technology integrator company. Technology
integrator could be defined as “Technology integrator is a company that integrates
technologies.” but this has the disagreeable disadvantage that for different but quite
similar roles we would need to introduce too many properties such as “integrates”
and corresponding concepts such as Technology in this case. This would broaden the
scope of our ontology too much so I chose to define a TechnologyIntegrator rather
as “A company that carries business in the technology integration section of IT
business.”. This way I can limit the scope of the ontology by introducing only the
ITIndustry concept and carriesBusineesIn property because other concepts like the
OriginalEquipmentManufacturer can be defined similarly.
While the Ontoclean method gave me a very valuable insight into the nature of

concepts and consequences of ontological decisions, it wasn’t necessary very often

4http://protege.stanford.edu
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to change relations between classes because of violation of Ontoclean constraints. I
attribute this partly to the fact that after becoming familiar with Ontoclean I was
thinking about the concepts in terms of the Ontoclean meta properties and partly
to the fact that the Sun ontology example is still not very big. What Ontoclean was
certainly very helpful for is making the concept definitions a lot more precise and their
intended use more clear (thanks to both more precise definitions and to the ontoclean
meta property annotations that give the user further valuable information).
In the Sun ontology not all the definitions are probably ideal now. This is because

the intended meaning of a concept is often not fully clear from just its use on a
website. For the user or ontology engineer the meaning may differ from the one
intended by the company. One such example could be the concept of a Product.
I defined it as a Thing that isProducedBy some Company. This however may not
be precise because not everything that is produced by a company is necessarily
a product in the real world. On the other hand it may be a good simplification
because Sun may well be interested only in annotation of products not other things
that it may produce but not sell. Precise deifinitions would require cooperation with
possibly many teams at Sun. I simplified the definitions in such cases because the
main purpose of this ontology was to uncover general ontology modelling problems
and advise on their solution.
Although not that large, the Sun ontology already becomes complex due to the

number of relations between concepts. This brings the need for better ontology
visualization so that the ontology engineer can get oriented easier and spot possible
problems more quickly. Protege is able to visualize the ontology (and instances)
using several plugins5. It is however pitty, that it is quite difficult to get a clear
simple visualization using these plugins - even with a few concepts and relations the
visualization becomes quite cluttered. See figures 5.1 and 5.2 for examples of the
visualization and some of the more complex parts of the Sun ontology.
In figure 5.3 you can see an overview of the top Sun ontology concepts. Please

refer to Appendix A for example excerpts of Sun ontology coded in N3 OWL notation.

5Namely TGViz, OntoViz and Jambalaya which are installed with protege by default, or also
Ontospehere3D which requires additional instalation (together with Java3D).
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Figure 5.1: The instance LogicaCMG of the concept Company and relations to other
relevant concept visualized using the TGVizTab in Protege. The image includes
already inferred relations (using the Pellet reasoner) - such as that LogicaCMG is a
SunExecutivePartner because it is a member of the SunExecutivePartnerProgram.
The image doesn’t display all relations, some are hidden to make the image easier
to read.
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Figure 5.2: Hierarchy of the Company concept visualized by the Ontosphere3D Pro-
tege plugin. The translucent sphere that surrounds for example the sphere of the
Company concept indicates that Company has direct instances. Concepts located
at the same level within the tree have the same color in order to easily spot groups
of siblings. These colors are customizable in Ontosphere3D.
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Figure 5.3: Overview of all the top concepts of the Sun ontology as displayed in the
Protege editor.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and future work

In this work I presented a broad overview of the ontology engineering methods.
In many cases I provided also quite deep view of problems that often arise during
the work on ontology creation. I focused a lot on the problem of roles (mainly in
chapter 4) where I also suggested a way to improve the OpenGALEN normalisation
technique. This improvement allows one to avoid problems with rigid static roles
described by Guizzardi and Masolo. The normalisation technique provides a quite
a lot of space for further analysis and useful extensions and generalizations. I also
created an example ontology, the Sun ontology, on which I used many of the tech-
niques described in this work. The process of creation of Sun ontology is described
in previous chapter.
The area of ontology engineering and generally knowledge representation research

is very live and the number of papers on various problems from this domain suggests
that there are many open problems and therefore there is a lot of space for future
work. For example there are several aspects to roles that I didn’t discuss in this work.
Namely the concept of Peirce’s thirdness which would require ternary predicates to
be philosophically correctly represented and also the dynamic and application related
aspect of roles. It is not clear at first how instances of rigid concepts, anti-rigid roles
and instances of qua individuals should be created, destroyed and operated on by an
application. Some of these aspects are nicely descibed in [54, 55] where the authors
are however more focused on the hierarchy of roles and their ontology development
tool Hozo.
Since ontologies are at the base of Semantic web, there is a high demand on

their creation but there is still too little easily available information on how to
create ontologies correctly. This provides further space for future work for example
by building a commented repository of common ontology modelling problems and
patterns. Such a repository would be highly useful (as people usually learn the best
by example) and could lower the steep learning curve that people have to face when
entering the area of Semantic web.
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Appendix A: Sun ontology

Here I present the Sun ontology coded in N3 OWL syntax. The full code would
require about 20 pages of text and would not provide an easy survey. Therefore
I decided to include only interesting excerpts, as much self-contained as possible.
You can find the full code together with Protege project files and the Ontoclean
annotations (and comments explaining the decisions about them) on the enclosed
CD.

# Base: http://www.sun.com/sun.owl#

@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

@prefix default: <http://www.sun.com/sun.owl#> .

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .

@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .

################################################################

## An example of Company concept showing how a specific ##

## Company instance can be clasified as a SunExecutivePartner ##

################################################################

default:Company

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:comment "Company is an institution created to conduct business."@en

rdfs:subClassOf owl:Thing ;

rdfs:subClassOf

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:allValuesFrom default:Product ;

owl:onProperty default:hasProduct

] ;

owl:disjointWith default:SunPartnerBenefit .

default:LogicaCMG

a default:Company ;

default:carriesBusinessIn

default:OriginalEquipmentManufacturing ;

default:isMemberOf default:SunExecutivePartnerProgram .
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default:SunExecutivePartnerProgram

a default:SunPartnerProgram ;

default:hasBenefit default:MarketingToolsAndOfferingsBenefit ;

default:hasMember default:LogicaCMG .

default:MarketingToolsAndOfferingsBenefit

a default:SunPartnerBenefit ;

default:isBenefitOf default:SunPrincipalPartnerProgram , default:SunExecutivePartnerProgram

default:SunPartnerBenefit

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:Benefit ;

owl:disjointWith default:Company ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:hasValue default:SunMicrosystems ;

owl:onProperty default:hasProvider

] .

default:OriginalEquipmentManufacturing

a default:ITIndustry .

default:SunExecutivePartner

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:SunPartner ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:hasValue default:SunExecutivePartnerProgram ;

owl:onProperty default:isMemberOf

] .

#####################################################################

####### Definitions of properties used in the above concepts ########

#####################################################################

default:isMemberOf

a owl:ObjectProperty ;

rdfs:comment "Relates for example companies to (business, charity, ...)

programs in which they participate."@en ;

owl:inverseOf default:hasMember .

default:hasMember

a owl:ObjectProperty ;

rdfs:comment "Relates programs (business, charity, ...) to companies

that take part in it."@en ;

owl:inverseOf default:isMemberOf .
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################################################################

## An excerpt about the SunPartner, SunPartnerProgram and ##

## SunPartnerBenefit concepts. ##

################################################################

default:SunPartnerProgram

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty default:hasBenefit ;

owl:someValuesFrom default:SunPartnerBenefit

] ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Class ;

owl:intersectionOf ([ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:hasValue default:SunMicrosystems ;

owl:onProperty default:isProgramOf

] default:BenefitsProgram)

] .

default:SunPartner

a owl:Class ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Class ;

owl:intersectionOf (default:Company [ a owl:Restriction

owl:onProperty default:isMemberOf ;

owl:someValuesFrom default:SunPartnerProgram

])

] .

default:SunMemberPartner

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:SunPartner ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:hasValue default:SunMemberPartnerProgram ;

owl:onProperty default:isMemberOf

] .

default:SunMemberPartnerProgram

a default:SunPartnerProgram ;

default:hasBenefit default:EducationAndTrainingBenefit ;

default:hasMember default:redInc .

default:SunPrincipalPartner

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:SunPartner ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:hasValue default:SunPrincipalPartnerProgram ;

owl:onProperty default:isMemberOf
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##################################################################

## An excerpt about Product and related concept and properties. ##

##################################################################

default:Product

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:comment "Product is an artifact that has been created by someone

some process with the purpose of selling it."@en

rdfs:subClassOf owl:Thing ;

rdfs:subClassOf

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty default:hasFeature ;

owl:someValuesFrom default:ProductFeature

] ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty default:isProducedBy ;

owl:someValuesFrom default:Company

] .

default:ProductFeature

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:comment "Product feature is a characteristic function or attribute

a product."@en

default:HardwareProduct

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:comment "Hardware product is a computer hardware that is produced

some company."@en ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:Product ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Class ;

owl:intersectionOf (default:ComputerHardware [ a owl:Restriction

owl:onProperty default:isProducedBy ;

owl:someValuesFrom default:Company

])

] .

default:hasFeature

a owl:ObjectProperty ;

rdfs:comment "Relates features to products."@en ;

owl:inverseOf default:isFeatureOf .

default:SunProduct

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:comment "SunProduct is a pruduct produced by Sun Microsystems."@en

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Class ;

owl:intersectionOf (default:Product [ a owl:Restriction

owl:hasValue default:SunMicrosystems ;

owl:onProperty default:isProducedBy

])

] .
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################################################################

## An excerpt about the Device hierarchy. ##

################################################################

default:Device

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:comment "Device is an instrumentality invented for a particular

purpose."@en .

default:ComputerHardware

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:comment "Computer hardware are devices capable of accepting

and processing data or producing outputs."@en ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:Device .

default:OutputDevice

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:comment "Output device is a device that facilitates the

intrepretation of computer data. Examples include CRT monitor, LCD display,

printer, ..."@en ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:ComputerHardware .

default:InputDevice

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:comment "Input device is a device that can be used to insert

data into a computer. Examples include keyboard, mouse, tablet, ..."@en ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:ComputerHardware .

default:StorageDevice

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:comment "Storage device is a device that preserves information

for retrieval. Examples include hard disk, flash disk, ..."@en ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:ComputerHardware .

default:Keyboard

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:InputDevice ;

owl:disjointWith default:TrackPoint , default:Mouse , default:Touchpad

, default:Tablet .

default:Tablet

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:InputDevice ;

owl:disjointWith default:TrackPoint , default:Keyboard , default:Mouse

, default:Touchpad .

default:Mouse

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:InputDevice ;

owl:disjointWith default:TrackPoint , default:Keyboard , default:Touchpad

, default:Tablet .
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Appendix B: Smaller examples

In this appendix I present the smaller examples I created in order to test and present
partial solutions. The examples are again in the N3 OWL syntax, I only omit
the namespace declarations for space reasons. Full examples together with Protege
project files can be found on the enclosed CD.

################################################################

### The Reseller example ##

################################################################

default:ToyotaCar

a default:Product .

default:LCD

a default:Product .

default:redIncQuaSkodaReseller

a default:ResellerRole ;

default:sells default:SkodaCar ;

default:sellsIn default:EMEA .

default:EMEA

a default:Region .

default:blueInc

a default:Company ;

default:hasRole default:blueIncQuaLCDReseller .

default:ResellerForAPAC

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:Company ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty default:hasRole ;

owl:someValuesFrom default:ResellerForAPACRole

] .

default:Product

a owl:Class .
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<http://www.owl-ontologies.com/reseller.owl>

a owl:Ontology .

default:Region

a owl:Class .

default:sellsIn

a owl:ObjectProperty .

default:Company

a owl:Class .

default:hasRole

a owl:ObjectProperty .

default:ResellerRole

a owl:Class .

default:redIncQuaToyotaReseller

a default:ResellerRole ;

default:sells default:ToyotaCar ;

default:sellsIn default:APAC .

default:APAC

a default:Region .

default:blueIncQuaLCDReseller

a default:ResellerRole ;

default:sells default:LCD ;

default:sellsIn default:EMEA .

default:sells

a owl:ObjectProperty .

default:Reseller

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:Company ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty default:hasRole ;

owl:someValuesFrom default:ResellerRole

] .

default:redInc

a default:Company ;

default:hasRole default:redIncQuaSkodaReseller , default:redIncQuaToyotaReseller

default:ResellerForAPACRole

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:ResellerRole ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:hasValue default:APAC ;

owl:onProperty default:sellsIn

] .

default:SkodaCar

a default:Product .
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################################################################

## The Hormone/Catalyst example ##

################################################################

<http://www.owl-ontologies.com/hormone.owl>

a owl:Ontology .

default:ChemicalSubstance2

a default:Substance ;

default:affects default:Skin .

default:ChemicalSubstanceC

a default:Substance ;

default:allows default:HomogeneousCatalysis .

default:accelerates

a owl:ObjectProperty .

default:notAffectedBy

a owl:ObjectProperty .

default:Protein

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:Substance .

default:BioCatalysis

a default:Catalysis .

default:Protein 3

a default:Protein ;

default:affects default:Brain ;

default:isProducedBy

default:Heart .

default:Catalyst

a owl:Class ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Class ;

owl:intersectionOf (default:Substance [ a owl:Restriction

owl:onProperty default:allows ;

owl:someValuesFrom default:Catalysis

])

] .

default:isProducedBy

a owl:ObjectProperty .

default:Substance

a owl:Class .

default:allows

a owl:ObjectProperty .

default:Process

a owl:Class .

default:HomogeneousCatalysis

a default:Catalysis .
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default:ChemicalSubstance1

a default:Substance ;

default:affects default:Heart ;

default:isProducedBy

default:Brain .

default:Catalysis

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:Process .

default:Hormone

a owl:Class ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Class ;

owl:intersectionOf ([ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty default:affects ;

owl:someValuesFrom default:Organ

] [ a owl:Restriction ;

owl:onProperty default:isProducedBy ;

owl:someValuesFrom default:Organ

] default:Substance)

] .

default:Brain

a default:Organ .

default:Skin

a default:Organ .

default:Organ

a owl:Class .

default:ChemicalReaction

a owl:Class ;

rdfs:subClassOf default:Process .

default:affects

a owl:ObjectProperty .

default:ElectroCatalysis

a default:Catalysis .

default:ProteinHormone

a owl:Class ;

owl:equivalentClass

[ a owl:Class ;

owl:intersectionOf (default:Protein default:Hormone)

] .

default:HeterogeneousCatalysis

a default:Catalysis .

default:Heart

a default:Organ .
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